INTRODUCTION
In the past, semiconductor technology was largely limited to silicon technology.
Electronic devices were rather large and simple in construction. Current trends in semiconductor technology involve the fabrication of smaller (< 2.0 3tm) and more complex electronic structures composed of an increasing variety of materials. In particular, microwave and optoelectronic devices composed of group lIlA -VA and IIB -VIIA compound semiconductors are being rapidly developed using growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). An increasing number of these compound semiconductor devices are making use of superlattice structures, alternating thin lattice-matched semiconductor layers of varying composition ( There is a tremendous need for major and trace element quantification through these semiconductor structures. There are a few surface analysis techniques, uch as Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and Auger electron spectrometry (AES), which have the necessary depth resolution (< 10 nm) and sensitivity to examine the distribution of the major elements. However, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is the only technique capable of simultaneously measuring major and also trace (-1 ig/g) elemental depth distributions. Consequently, SIMS has great potential for the characterization of these semiconductor structures.
Due to the complexity of the sputtering and ion emission processes, quantitative SIMS analyses are difficult to obtain. As a result, the full potential of SIMS has not been realized. Every measurement is influenced by the uncertainty due to statistical fluctuations in the measured secondary ion current and systematic uncertainties related to experimental conditions as well as sample characteristics.
For trace elements in homogeneous matrices, these sources of error can generally be eliminated or reduced to the point that quantitative measurements (-15% relative standard deviation) can be made. Conversely, quantitative analysis in heterogeneous matrices has been severely limited due to the uncharacterized variation of secondary ion yields and sputtering yields with sample matrix (matrix effects). A depth profile of a sample composed of more than one matrix (in particular layers of different matrices stacked one on top of the other) becomes di storted by the van ati on of secondary i on yi el ds and sputteri ng yi elds with matrix: signal and time are no longer proportional to concentration and depth, respectively.
Despite these difficulties, the proper calibration of ion yields and sputtering yields with matrix can make quantitative SIMS depth profiling possible for these multilayer -multimatrix samples. In this article, procedures for quantifying SIMS depth profiles through layers of lilA -VA semiconductors will be described. First, the basics of SIMS quantification and theories describing matrix effects will be reviewed. Matrix effect calibrations and depth profile corrections for AlxGaixAs multilayers will then be examined. Next, a method of extending these calibrations to the remaining lIlA -VA semiconductors will be presented.
Finally, future trends in matrix effect calibration and depth profile correction will be discussed. The relationship between the number of analyte ions detected (counts) and the isotopically corrected analyte concentration CM (atoms-m3) in the sample surface can be defined as
where 5, J, and A0 are the useful ion yield, sputtering yield, ion current density (ions-rri2-s1), and analysis area (m2), respectively.
T is the analysis time (s), and N is the atomic density (atoms-m3) of the sample matrix.
The useful ion yield is defined as the ratio of the number of analyte ions, M±, detected to the number of analyte atoms sputtered from the specimen. Useful ion yields are also defined as the product of the probability of M± formation () and the transmission efficiency (ri).
The sputtering yield is defined as the average number of atoms sputtered by each incident primary ion.
It is assumed that the elemental components of the sputtering yield are proportional to the bulk elemental concentrations.
The difficulty in solving Eq. 1 for analyte concentration is that useful ion yields and sputtering yields are influenced by a van ety of factors, and can vary drastically from sample to sample. Useful ion yields can vary by orders of magnitude for different elements in the same matrix, and for the same element in different matrices (ref. 1-U. In addition, useful positive ion yields are increased by the presence of electronegative elements such as oxygen (ref. 5) , and useful negative ion yields are increased by the presence of electropositive elements such as cesium (ref. 6).
Sputtering yields are also different for different elements in the same or different sample matrices. Sputtering yields are influenced by the following: the masses of incident and target atoms, primary ion energy and current density, sample lattice crystallinity and orientation, surface-binding energy, and the angle of incidence between the primary ion beam and the sample surface (ref. [7] [8] [9] . Consequently, useful ion yields and sputtering yields must be determined for each and every element and sample matrix. In addition, due to the fluctuating experimental conditions with time, these values must be determined each time quantification is performed in the same sample matrix.
For pure elemental matrices, sputtering yields can be determined experimentally from the sputtering rate 9 (m-s1). After sputtering, the depth of the sputtered crater is measured using a profilometer or an optical interferometer. Dividing this depth by the sputtering time interval yields the average sputtering rate. If one makes the approximation that the crater walls behave as step functions, the sputtering yield may be determined from S = 2AN1
where A is the crater area (m2), and i is the primary beam current (ions-s).
In matrices of more than one element, differences in elemental sputtering yields (preferential sputtering) result in composition changes in the near surface region (ref. 10, 11) . Elements which sputter slowly are enriched at the surface while elements which sputter rapidly are depleted from the surface. These compositional changes usually occur over a short depth increment (approximately twice the range of the primary ion) after which a steady state condition is reached. At this point, the elemental components of the sputtering yield are proportional to the bulk elemental concentrations. Once this steady state condition has been reached, Eq. 2 can be incorporated into Eq. 1 to obtain a more useful form of the ion intensity equation. EM TMCMZAOT (3) Equations 1 and 3 can now be solved for the analyte concentration providing r can be accurately determined. Useful ion yields can be approximated using semiheoretical techniques (ref. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , but they are most accurately determined using homogeneous bulk standards or ion implanted standards (ref. [17] [18] [19] [20] fabricated from the same matrix as the unknown sample.
While useful ion yields can be determined from standards, they can change quite dramatically between analyses.
Secondary ion collection and instrumental transmission are influenced by operator adjustment and indeterminate instrumental fluctuations which occur during routine operation.
To reduce this effect, it is common practice to use relative sensi ti vity factors (RSF), as given by Eq. l, in which the r of an analyte is ratioed to that of a reference element of known concentration in the sample matrix.
The normalization procedure is designed to minimize the influence of instrumental variations.
3.
MATRIX EFFECTS
The fabrication of external and internal standards by ion implantation has provided an accurate (15% relative standard deviation) means of quantifying trace element distributions in homogeneous matrices. However, due to the uncharacterized variation of secondary ion yields and sputtering yields with matrix composition (matrix effects), the quantitative SIMS analysis of heterogeneous matrices remains a problem. To overcome this difficulty, the mechanisms underlying matrix effects must be more clearly understood. Several factors are known to influence matrix effects. These include the bulk matrix composition and the surface concentration of reactive species (electronegative elements such as oxygen or electropositive elements such as cesium), which can either be adsorbed from the sample chamber during analysis or implanted as a primary ion.
Several explanations for matrix effects, which depend to varying extents on the bulk composition and the reactive species concentrations have been proposed. The sputtering yield, compositional, and oxide bond approaches to matrix effect calibration will be presented and briefly discussed.
Sputtering yield approach
The sputtering yield approach to matrix effect calibration is based on the fact that positive and negative ion yields are greatly enhanced by the incorporation of oxygen or cesium, respectively, in the sputtered surface. Deline (6) where m is the accommodation coefficient (which equals 1 -B, where B is the backscattering coefficient), N is the atomic density of the sample surface, and C5 is the atomic fraction of implanted projectiles in the surface. In their declaration, Deline et al. assume that a = 1, N and S are constant, and that there is no preferential sputtering. In their experiments, they make the further assumption that when primary current density is constant, the sputtering rate is approximately proportional to the sputtering yield regardless of N.
The final result of these approximations is the relationship
where y is a constant determined experimentally for each analyte.
Plots of log (T) versus log (l/z) obtained by Deline et 
28-30).
It is unclear when the sputtering yield approach applies or does not apply.
Compositional approach
The compositional approach is based on experiments, performed on selected ternary metal alloys and silicates which show a linear relationship between useful ion yields and matrix composition (ref. [31] [32] [33] . Using oxygen flooding in conjunction with a low current density Ar primary beam, the sample surfaces were saturated with oxygen. Thus, the effects of reactive species enhancement were standardized. The remaining matrix induced variations of useful ion yields were then explained using the expression
where T is the useful ion yield of element M, M is a parameter representing the infuence of element i on the ion yield of elem'ent M, C is the mole fraction of element i.
For quantitative analysis based on this approach, relative sensitivity factors were obtained using Eq. 8 to described the useful ion yields of both the analyte and the reference. After the SIMS analyses, the alloys were then analyzed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine the types of metal oxides formed and the extent of oxidation.
The XPS data from the pure elemental metals showed that oxidation was more extensive for those metals which form metal oxides with large negative Gibbs energies of formation than those metals which form oxides with less favorable Gibbs energies of formation. The addition of the second alloy component resulted in significant changes in oxidation, ionization probability, and ion energy distribution for both components.
The observed trends can be summarized by two general rules. First of all, for an alloy A-B, where A forms a stronger oxide bond than B, the presence of A enhances the oxidation and also the ion yield of B, while the presence of B suppresses the oxidation and also the ion yield of A. Secondly, the presence of A sharpens the energy distribution of B, while the presence of B broadens the energy distribution of A. Both the trends in ion yield and ion energy distribution were attributed to the relative extent of surface oxidation.
The influence of surface oxidation has been attributed both to changes in the work function of the surface and also to changes in the bond breaking mechanism of the surface (ref. 36) . While these rules were firmly supported by data, they were never applied to any type of matrix effect calibration for quantitative SIMS analysis. 30, 38) have observed that the practical ion yields of major and trace elements were linearly related to the matrix composition defined by x. While these investigations showed that linear relationships existed, precise and reproducible matrix effect calibration lines could not be obtained due to the indeterminate variation of instrumental parameters which alter the observed ion yields and sputtering yields between analyses. A method of normalizing out these instrumental parameters was required.
MATRIX EFFECT CALIBRATION FOR AIGa1As MATRICES
The significance of instrumental variations and procedures for normalizin÷g out their influence were examined by Galuska and Morrison (ref. 38) . Using an 0 primary ion beam, they performed a series of analyses on groups of ion imptanted AlxGai_xAs matrices.
To ensure near identical analysis conditions during each analysis period, groups of samples, including in each case GaAs, were inserted simultaneously. These samples were sequentially analyzed without manipulating any instrumental parameters.
While minimizing instrumental variations in this way, the useful ion yields (T) of the trace and major elements were obtained. These useful ion yields were then ratioed to produce relative sensitivity factors (RSF) and relative ion yields (Rr). Rr = UT (9) Tx is the useful ion yield of the analyte in a particular AlxGai_xAs matrix, and is the useful ion yield of the analyte in GaAs when both measurements are performed under nearly identical conditions. The linearity, precision, and reproducibility of matrix effect calibration lines formed using T'5, RSF's and RT's were then compared. The results f or Be, Si, F, B and As are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The calibration lines obtained using relative ion yields were the most linear, precise, and reproducible. As expected, Av RSD per Point = 7.9% the calibration lines obtained using useful ion yields were linear, but exhibited poor precision and reproducibility. Despite good reproducibility (-2I.4%) for a given data point, the relative sensitivity factors produced calibration lines with poor linearity, precision, and reproducibility. The superiority of Ri's over RSF's for matrix effect calibration is readily justified. An RT is directly proportional to the ion yield of the analyte while an RSF is related to the ion yields of both the analyte and the reference. Since the influence of instrumental variations on the ion yields of the analyte and reference can vary independently, RSF's are altered by instrumental changes to a greater extent than RT'S.
Moreover, R-r's are designed to normalize matrix effects to a standard matrix while RSF's are not.
In addition to T'S, RSF's and R-r's, absolute sputtering yields and relative sputtering yields (RS) were also determined as a function of matrix composition. As shown in Table  the were quite precise and reproducible. The absolute sputtering yields were not.
The use of RT' s and RS 's has allowed the influence of matrix changes on ion yields and sputtering yields to be precisely calibrated (-10% RSD) for the first time.
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF AIGa1As MULTILAYERS
Through the use of RT and RS calibration lines, the quantitative SIMS analysis of AlxGai_xAS multilayers (superlattices) has become possible. The only requirement is that a GaAs standard be analyzed under the same conditions as the sample of interest. The concentration of analyte at each point of a depth profile C (atomm3) can be determined using Eq. 10. C = I (RT -r z A )1 (10) p p xopo Rt is the relative ion yield determined from a calibration line for the appropriCate value of x, and -r is the useful ion yield of the analyte in the standard matrix (GaAs). I is the signal and z, is the depth increment associated with each point of 0the depth profile.
Similarly, the erosion rate at each point of a depth profile z can be determined using Eq. 11.
=RSNN1 (11) p xoox
RSx is the relative sputtering yield determined from a calibration line for the appropriate value of x, and z is the sputtering rate of the standard matrix (GaAs). N0 and Nx are the atomic densities of the standard matrix and the sample, respectively.
The application of Eqs. 10 and 11 requires a knowledge of the matrix composition (x) at each data point. While this information is not readily available from an uncalibrated SIMS depth profile, a program, SLIC-superlattice and interface calibration (ref. 39 ) has been developed which determines x at each data point using the 75As calibration line, the RS calibration line, and the fact that the As Once again the values of z and x are the only unknown quantities.
SLIC initially assumes that the x = 0. The corresponding value of z is then determined from Eq. 13 and employed in Eq. 12 to obtain a better approximation of This process is iterated until the values of x and z converge.
In this manner, the matrix composition and depth at each point of a depth profile are determined through matrix gradients, interfaces and plateaus. The dopant profiles are then corrected for matrix changes at each data point using Eq. 10, and the appropriate dopant calibration lines.
A 250 keV implant into a layered sample (GaAs/Al 12Ga 88As/GaAs) provides a good example for the correction of matrix effects.
Ih Fig'. 2a, the uncorrected SIMS depth profile of lJBF and 75As in this sample is presented.
The first interface occurs at 33 time units while the second interface has not been reached in this profile. Due to matrix effects, the vertical and horizontal scales are no longer linearly related to concentration and depth, respectively.
The peak in the profile at 314 time units is a good example of a distortion introduced by the changing matrix effects at the interface.
In Fig. 2b , the horizontal scale has been transformed into depth and the concentration of Al at each point has been calculated from the T5As profile. The 11B profile was then quantified. An Al concentration of 2.14 x io2T atom-m3 ± 6.0% was calculated for the AlxGai_xAs layer which agrees quite well with the value expected from MBE growth parameters. The correction procedure has also removed the distorted interface region of the profile, transforming the profile into the slightly distorted Gaussian shape, which was expected.
The most crucial factor influencing the quality of the matrix corrections performed by SLIC is the accuracy with which the matrix structure can be determined.
This accuracy has been checked with RBS. RBS analysis is accurate to about 10% RSD, and has a detection limit of 1% for AlxGai_xAs matrices. In Fig. 3 , a complex AlxGaixAs sample was analyzed by SIMS and BBS, respectively. The Al concentration at specific regions of the superlattice was determined using SLIC and standard BBS techniques (ref. 140 ).
As shown in Table 5 , the values determined by the two techniques agree quite well. In fact, the two sets of data are not statistically different at a 95% confidence level. In addition to matrix composition, the point-by-point correlation between matrix structure and dopant distribution is critical. Small differences between the actual and the measured matrix structure can significantly influence the corrections performed on dopant distributions. As apparent in Fig. 14 , the 75As signal tracks the Al distribution quite well.
SLIC uses this correlation to precisely determine matrix structures.
However, errors can still result from the correlation between matrix structure and dopant distribution. For example, there is a dead time between the measurement of the matrix signal and the dopant signal for each point of a depth profile.
When this dead time is large compared to the abruptness of the matrix changes, the matrix and dopant signals will be obtained from different matrix regions. Consequently, the dopant signal will be calibrated for the wrong matrix composition. Such an error is shown in Fig. 5 . Fortunately, this type of error can usually be avoided by minimizing the dead time and reducing the sputtering rate.
The full utility of SLIC can be appreciated when very complex samples are
analyzed. An uncorrected SIMS depth profile of a complex AlxGaixAs superlattice grown by MBE with Be and Si dopants is presented in Fig. 6a. In Fig. 6b , SLIC has been used to quantify the elemental distributions in this sample. In the uncorrected profile both the Be and Si distributions follow the 75As signal due to the changing matrix effects. Upon calibration, both the Be and Si distributions have changed substantially. As expected from the MBE growth conditions, the Be concentration generally increases as the Al concentration decreases and vice versa. In addition, excliding the surface buildup, the Si distribution has generally leveled out at 14 x io2 atom/n3. Without SLIC, this type of analysis could not have been made. At the present, SLIC represents the only successful attempt at using SIMS to quantify elemental distributions through multilayers of changing matrix. 
EXTENDED MATRIX EFFECT CALIBRATION
While the initial attempts at matrix effect calibration and correction have been successful for AlxGai_xAs matrices, the general application of such calibration procedures to a greater variety of matrices requires a better understanding of the fundamental processes involved. During their attempts to extend the AlxGai_xAs matrix effect calibration lines to other lIlA -VA semiconductors (Ga0 1471n 53As, GaSb, InSb, InP, GaP, and AlxGai_xAs matrices were analyzed.), Galuska and Morrison (ref. 141) examined the applicability of the sputtering yield, compositional, and oxide bond explnations of matrix effects.
As before, the analyses were performed using an 02 primary ion beam. To reduce experimental errors, practical ion yields and sputtering yields were replaced with RT and RS, respectively.
The sputtering yield hypothesis was evaluated directly using Eq. 7. The compositional approach was examined in conjunction with the oxide bond approach. The parameter M from Eq. 8 was treated as a measure of the affinity of element i f or oxygen. 'The values of M were approximated from the average bond energies of the diatomic metal oxides.
According to the compositional theory, plots of R-r versus the average matrixoxygen bond energy should yield straight lines. Similarly, according to the sput-SIMS analysis of semiconductor layers The experimental data f or 28Si, plotted using the two different approaches, is presented in Fig. 7a and 7b . As apparent in these figures, the compositional theory satisfies the linearity criteria much better than the sputtering yield approach. The poor linearity of the sputtering yield approach is not significantly altered by replacing RS with R. The superior linearity of the compositional approach is emphasized in Table 6 where the linear correlations and standard deviations of the lines for several different elements are compared. In each case, excellent linearity and precision were observed when using the compositional approach and poor linearity and precision were observed when using the sputtering yield aproach.
This linearity persisted whether the analyses were performed under O, bombardment or Ar bombardment with oxygen flooding. From these experiments, it appears that the affinity of a matrixf or oxygen is the critical factor (at least f or lIlA -VA semiconductors under 00 bombardment) determining the variation of ion yields with matrix. This oxygen afrinity is determined by the matrix composition. While the sputtering yield does influence the amount of oxygen available for bonding, it does not determine the final oxygen content of the surface (ref. 30 ).
To determine a general mechanism for matrix effects, it is important to understand how matrix effects influence the -u's of one particular element versus another. One can gain an insight into this phenomenon by comparing the slopes of the calibration lines to the first ionization potentials of the respective analytes. Such a comparison is presented in Table 7 .
For those elements which fall in the same column of the periodic table [B, Al, Ga), (P, As, Sb), and (Be and Mg)], a general relationship is observed. Elements with larger first ionization potentials (lower ionization probabilities) yield calibration lines of steeper slope than those with lower first ionization potentials (higher ionization probabilities). This indicates that elements which have small ionization probabilities are influenced by matrix effects (the amount of bound oxygen) to a greater extent than those which have large ionization probabilities.
As one might expect, this relationship is very similar to that commonly observed for elemental T's in a single matrix enhanced by oxygen bombardment or flooding: the T's of elements with small ionization probabilities are enhanced to a greater extent by the presence of oxygen than those of elements with large ionization probabilities.
The excellent linearity of the Hr versus matrix-oxygen bond energy calibration lines and their relationship to elemental ionization potentials can be used to improve the quality of both qualitative and quantitative SIMS analysis. Using the relationships expressed in these matrix calibration lines, one can anticipate when matrix effects will be a problem', and how they may distort depth profiles of layered multimatrix samples. For example, a largely distorted Gaussian depth distribution would be expected for the SIMS analysis of a 1'1B implant through a GaAs layer into an Al 30Ga 70As layer because 1'1B emission is very sensitive to the presence of oxygen, i .e., matrix effects, and Al 0Ga 70As has a much greater oxygen açfinity than GaAs.
Alternatively, a smalleristortion would be expected for an 2 Mg implant and an even smaller distortion for a 7Li into such a structure.
The sensitivity of the T's of these elements to matrix effects decreases going from 11BF to 2'Mg to 7Li. The SIMS analyses of these implants are shown homogeneous group lilA -VA compound matrix can be quantified using the calibration lines and a single standard prepared from any of the group lIlA -VA compound matrices. There is no need to make a separate standard for each matrix. As shown earlier for AlxGai_xAs matrices, these calibration lines also make the quantitative SIMS analysis of layered multimatrix samples possible. When the criteria necessary for SLIC are satisfied (for a homologous series of compounds such as AlxGai_xAs, GaAsxPi.x and InAsx Sbix where there is a common element of known concentration), very complex layered multimatrix samples may be quantitatively analyzed. When SLIC is not applicable, simpler structures with just a few well defined interfaces may be quantitatively analyzed by treating the interfaces as linear concentration gradients from one matrix (of predetermined composition) to another (the matrix-by-matrix approach). Both approache have been applied to the hypothetical MBE structure illustrated n Fig. 9a . A Be concentration plateau approximately 0.1 wide and 1-2 x io2 atom-m3 high was grown by MBE while the matrix was linearly changed from GaAs to Al 30Ga 70As.
In the uncorrected profile, Fig. 9b , the 9Be distribution (dashed iine) resembles a sharp spike rather than a plateau.
In addition, the thickness and maximum concentration of the plateau can not be determined.
The matrix corrected depth profiles using the matrix-by-matrix approach and SLIC are presented in Fig. 9c and 9d , respectively.
The shape of the plateau differs slightly between the two versions of the corrected profile. However, both types of corrections allow a dramatic improvement over the uncorrected profile in the determination of plateau thickness and maximum concentration. shown to have superior precision and reproducibility when relative ion yields and relative sputtering yields are used instead of useful ion yields, relative sensitivity factor's, and sputtering yields. Third, a procedure for the quantitative SIMS analysis of multilayer-multimatrix samples has been established and incorporated into the program SLIC. Fourth, the investigation into the factors influencing matrix effects in group lIlA -VA semiconductors revealed that relative ion yield variations with matrix are a linear function of the matrix composition, and are influenced primarily by the oxygen affinity of the matrix constituents.
Fifth, for elements in the same column of the periodic table, the influence of matrix effects on relative ion yields was shown to increase as the first ionization potential of the analyte increases.
While these accomplishments represent a significant advance in the development of quantitative SIMS analysis, matrix effect calibration, and depth profile correction, the mechanisms of matrix effects should all be examined in much greater detail. Due to the large inconsistency in the ion and sputtering yields obtained by any given laboratory, these parameters cannot critically be evaluated in the open literature. As a result, progress in the understanding of the sputtering and ion emission processes has been extremely slow.
This difficulty could be minimized through the use of the more reproducible relative ion yield and sputtering yield values.
Thus, it should be common practice to report RT and RS values for all materials being examined by SIMS. In doing this, a single material (perhaps silicon) should be established internationally as the standard matrix for normalization.
In this way, ion yields and sputtering yields obtained by different laboratories could be more readily compared and correlated.
In particular, the Ru's and RS's of homologous matrices, such as metal silicides and germanides, should be examined for linear relationships like those established for the lIlA-VA semiconductors.
Any procedure for quantifying SIMS depth profiles through multimatrix films must consists of three steps: matrix identification, sputtering rate determination, and ion yield calibration.
While SLIC is able to perform each of these steps simultaneously, the procedure used in SLIC to determine the matrix composition requires the presence of a single element (such as As in AlxGai_xAs) of known concentration in each of the layers. This requirement is not generally satisfied. Thus, a general method of matrix determination through layers is required to compliment the matrix effect calibration. One possible solution is the use of a second analytical technique (such as RBS or AES) to determine matrix composition and structure while matrix calibrated SIMS is used to determine the dopant distributions. As mentioned above, small mismatches in the matrix and trace element depth distributions can result in large errors in the matrix corrected trace element distributions.
Thus, the critical factor in such a duel analysis approach is a coherent depth distribution match between the two data sets. Methods of insuring an adequate registration between the two data sets need to be developed.
The reproducible nature of RT's should be exploited to determine mechanisms for the influence of matrix effects on useful ion yields.
The data indicates that u's are a function of matrix composition, and also the surface concentration of reactive primary species (oxygen and cesium). The surface concentration of reactive species depends on the availability of these species through surface adsorption and implantation during ion bombardment, and also on the oxygen affinity of the matrix. However, little work has been done to determine the relative importance of these factors and how experimental parameters may be altered to allow matrix calibration for a wider variety of samples.
The contribution of adsorption, implantation, and matrix composition must be deconvoluted so that matrix effects observed for a variety of samples and analysis conditions may be understood.
